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The Client

Voot is a video on-demand platform, part of Viacom 18 Digital Ventures, 
the digital arm of Viacom18 - one of the country’s largest growing media 
networks. With over 35,000 hours of exciting content for audiences 
with varying choices and preferences, covering Colors (Hindi), MTV, 
Nickelodeon, Viacom18 Motion Pictures, Colors Kannada, Colors 
Marathi, Colors Bangla, and Colors Gujarati, Voot offers the biggest 
TV Shows, Blockbuster Movies, your favorite Toons & Voot Originals, 
absolutely free.

The Goal

Voot is a very popular video on-demand platform. Mobile devices are 
a primary form of media consumption in India. Such devices often  
have limited storage for native apps, making mobile web a critical 
part of the Voot product strategy. Most mobile Voot users access 
the internet via metered 2G and 3G networks. Data transfer is 
expensive, and while users become highly committed to a video once 
it starts playing, slow load times lead to users giving up before the  
experience can even start. Voot wanted to address this challenge  
with Progressive Web App features. Their main objectives were to 
improve the speed of the application, relaunch the application with 
the native app’s feel, provide an offline view (VOOT LITE) feature 
by caching the assets in the home page screen, make it more  
available and enhance the engagement by providing access  
to multiple categories of content. 

Summary

Voot engaged TO THE NEW to enhance the user experience on the mobile web by adopting PWA features. 

VOOT

#ProductEngineering    #Mobility

Highlights

80% reduction in page 
load time

39% increase in session 
time per user

19% reduction in 
bounce rate

77% increase in conversion 
from visitor to video viewer

15% increase in average 
daily video views per user

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
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User centric design with intuitive UI enabling quick access and easy browsing 
Add to home screen feature that allows users to launch the page from their home screen. This  offers a true 
app-like experience similar to native app.
Add to home screen combined with a streamlined login process that allowed users to quickly and easily re-
engage with the site and watch their favorite shows
Multi-content navigation and categorization
Push notifications for important updates

Key Features

Design discovery to understand the gaps related to user experience design
Progressive Web Applications for mobile improving the availability and speed of the application 
Leveraged React.js and Redux for frontend development
Implemented offline caching
Integrated APIs for seamless content access 
Analyzed the mobile performance using Lighthouse, which in turn allowed reduction in JavaScript and CSS 
overhead 
Optimized images and ensured that the mobile site dynamically serves either JPEG or WebP images 
depending upon the browser capabilities
Decreased load times by adding a service worker to preload and cache images for repeat visitors
Used multiple third party tools such as DBM pixel, Fb pixel, Google Remarketing, Google  Analytics, Branch 
IO, Login Radius, MixPanel, AppBoy and Inspectlet 
Continuous maintenance and testing of applications to find the gaps and improve experience
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